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        Get $25 OFF and exclusive deals

                E-mail



    
        
        
      Get My Coupon


You will recieve your $25 coupon code via email along with future exclusive watersports deals.
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We use cookies and similar technologies to provide the best experience on our website. Refer to our Privacy Policy for more information.
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            Your Choice For
eFoiling Fort Lauderdale

Book A Lesson

          

        

[image: Awake Electric Jetboard]
            Electric Surfboard
Awake Jetboard

Shop Electric Surfboards
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            Best In Class
Surf Foils

Shop Classic Foils
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            Dive Blu3
Tankless Dive System

Explore Dive Blu3

          

        

[image: Manta5 Hydrofoil Bike]
            All New
Manta5 Hydrofoil Bikes

Learn More
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  Watersports Adventures
Experience new water sports, learn to fly with us and try before you buy the latest luxury surf products.

[image: eFoil Lesson Fort Lauderdale]eFoil Lessons
Learning to eFoil can be a great way to get on the water and enjoy your vacation or even hone in on your existing foiling skills.

Book eFoil Lesson



[image: Awake Electric Jetboard]Jet Board Demo
Imagine riding a jetski but being in full control with your body like a snowboard. Learn to ride the Radinn jetboard with us today!

Book Jetboard



[image: Dive Blu3 Tankless Diving]Snorkel Tour
Snorkel the amazing waters of Fort Lauderdale Beach. Experience the reef, wildlife and more with the Snorkel Tour.

Book Snorkeling





    

  

  
  Shop Lift eFoils
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          Lift3 F eFoil
        $8,995.00 USD

    

+ Add




[image: Lift 4 eFoil]
    
          Lift 4 eFoil
        $11,995.00 USD

    

+ Add
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          Front Wing - 150 High Aspect X
        $899.00 USD

    

              
+ Add
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          Lift eFoil Elite Hand Controller
        $895.00 USD

    

              
+ Add
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+ Quick add


            

Lift FoilsLift3 F eFoil
        Sale price$8,995.00 USD
Iceberg BlueSea Foam GreenSunset PeachVermillion Red
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+ Quick add


            

Lift FoilsLift 4 eFoil
        Sale price$11,995.00 USD
Carbon BlackLime LightBrushed BlueBrushed White+8
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+ Quick add



Lift FoilsFront Wing - 150 High Aspect X
        Sale price$899.00 USD
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+ Quick add



Lift FoilsLift eFoil Elite Hand Controller
        Sale price$895.00 USD
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  Shop The Latest Gear
We only carry industry leading brands that we support and use ourselves.
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[image: Learn to eFoil]
        eFoil Lessons
Learn From The Pros
Our instructors are hand picked from the best riders in the industry, trained to get you up and riding in the first lesson using our 4 step process. At first, riding the eFoil may seem daunting, but with the process broken down into steps, are are able. to take our time in learning and get up as we feel comfortable.


Call To Book


      







  
  Luxury Yacht Toys
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+ Quick add



BixpyBixpy K-1 Outboard Kit
        Sale price$1,299.00 USD
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+ Quick add


            

Dive Blu3Dive Blu3 Nomad
        Sale priceFrom $1,799.00 USD
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+ Quick add


            

Manta5Manta5 Hydrofoiler SL3
        Sale priceFrom $9,749.00 USD
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+ Quick add



AwakeAwake RÄVIK S
        Sale price$14,900.00 USD



        
      

  







  
  Team Favorites
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          Save $10.00
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+ Quick add



Luxury SurfFive Panel Cap
        Sale price$19.00 USD

      
        Regular price$29.00 USD
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+ Quick add



Lift FoilsLift eFoil Elite Hand Controller
        Sale price$895.00 USD
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+ Quick add



Lift FoilsLift Jet
        Sale price$399.00 USD
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+ Quick add



Luxury SurfShaka Surf Duffle Bag
        Sale price$79.00 USD
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+ Quick add


            

Luxury SurfShaka Swim Shorts
        Sale price$34.99 USD



        
      

  






  
    
      How to
Learn to eFoil


          
  Step 1: Boogie Board
        
      
    

  

  At first we will start riding the board on our stomach. With our elbows planted at the front of the eFoil board, we begin to accelerate. Using the hand controller, we can govern the speed and set the maximum speed to one that is comfortable. This allows us to get the feeling for how the board and the foil maneuvers underneath us as we are riding through the water. Getting used to being in control of the speed as well as the board is crucial at this stage.




  Step 2: Knee Riding
        
      
    

  

  Riding on our knees is next. We will bring our knees up to where we had our elbows resting at the front of the traction pad. Get the feel for the board with a higher center of gravity by leaning left and right to turn the board. Keeping our weight forward is crucial to staying on plane and balanced.




  Step 3: Standing
        
      
    

  

  At this point we can stand on the board by bringing one foot up to replace our knee at the front of the traction pad. We can ride with one knee down for as long as necessary to get comfortable, using our hand on the board for balance as needed. During this whole process we are keeping the board on the water and not engaging the foil just yet. Once feeling stable we will keep our chest forward and pivot our back leg up to stand on the board.




  Step 4: Foiling!
        
      
    

  

  Foiling. We want to be fully in control before rising out of the water. After riding around with the board on the water we can engage the back leg to rise up out of the water and actually foil for the first time. The goal is to do a touch and go style ride where you are rising, feeling the foil and then coming back down by leaning forward when necessary for balance.
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  Shop Lift eFoil


        View all
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+ Quick add


            

Lift FoilsLift3 F eFoil
        Sale price$8,995.00 USD
Iceberg BlueSea Foam GreenSunset PeachVermillion Red
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Lift FoilsLift 4 eFoil
        Sale price$11,995.00 USD
Carbon BlackLime LightBrushed BlueBrushed White+8




        
      

  





    
      
                  2.5hr Battery
                

                  eFoil Ride Time
Lift Foils just released the latest battery technology with battery ride times of up to 2.5 hours. With the LIFT4 and the 4th Gen battery your can now have fun on the water for longer than ever before. Want to learn to eFoil? Now is your chance!

Book eFoil Lesson
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          Full Service
Luxury Yacht Toys
From purchase to service to repairs, we are your one stop shop for all water toys for your yacht. Need crew training? Our team is there to guide your crew to professional status on any number of luxury yacht toys. Need a cleanup or repairs to eFoil boards, underwater scooters, jetboards and more? Call us to get you on the water faster than ever!
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          South Florida's
Ultimate Adventure
Learn one of many extreme water sports in Fort Lauderdale, FL! 

Book Watersports

        

      







  
      
        Full Service
How Do I Book?
You can use our Booking Link to reserve your eFoil Lesson or other watersports activities. We cater to you with all aspects of your experience, if you would like to have the watersports happen at your location or on your vessel we are happy to arrange that. You can contact us for customizable experiences and use our booking form to easily book watersports in Fort Lauderdale.

 Call Us 
 Book Now 
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                    Reserve Your eFoil Lesson
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                    Guided Activities
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                    Rentals
                  


            


      






  
        FAQ
There are no stupid questons...
We've probably heard it before or more likely asked it ourselves so our team is prepared to answer anything  you've got!





      

        
  What is an eFoil?
        
      
    

  

  An eFoil is an electric powered surfboard with a hydrofoil to allow you to fly or "foil" out of the water. It is one of the coolest feelings ever and one of the more user friendly and intuitive watersports to learn!




  How fast does an eFoil go?
        
      
    

  

  Fast Enough! The Lift eFoil can go up to 30 MPH.




  How hard is it to ride the eFoil?
        
      
    

  

  eFoiling is one of the most user friendly watersports to date. Although it is like nothing else, we can take our time and be in control of the whole eFoil Learning Process. We get most riders up and foiling in the first lesson, but everyone can have fun immidiately with the electric hydrofoil surfboard. With some prior board riding experience, the eFoil is easy to pick up. Wakeboarding, surfing, kitesurfing and snowboarding are all helpful for balance and board control.




  What is the eFoil warranty?
        
      
    

  

  The Lift eFoil warranty is 2 years from purchase date. Lift eFoil Warranty Link




  Where do you ship?
        
      
    

  

  We ship to the United States, Canada and work with freight forwarders to ship in the Caribbean.




  How do I reach out?
        
      
    

  

  We are available to assist with all your Luxury Surf needs. You can contact us through our contact page, email us or call us at +1 (954) 247-1321. We will be happy to assist you.





      



  







  
    
  Our Client
Testimonials


                        
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      

                      
Joshua G.


                
What a great teacher!
Luxury Surf was hands down my favorite because the instructor Mark! What a great teacher! The dude is super patient and really supportive. After a few positioning/posture adjustments I was able to ride no problem! we went at my pace didn't feel rushed or pressured at all! 



                        
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      

                      
Nadya K.


                
Mark is amazing!
Super professional, explains every move, very nice and friendly!
On my first lesson with him I was able to Foilboard right away, fell in love with it and doing my lessons every week now. If you love your life, if you want new experience- don’t think twice and call Luxury Surf to set up your appointment!



                        
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      

                      
Bruce T.


                
New Favorite Sporting Activity!
My best buddy and I had such a great time in our first lesson together with Mark at Luxury Surf. We both stood up and learned all the basics. The headphones made the communications easy so we could focus on improving our skills at riding. I bought my Efoil shortly afterwards and Mark helped there too. Now I have a new favorite sporting activity that is a great workout!



                        
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      

                      
Kat J.


                
Fabulous!
Fabulous! Mark was a brilliant coach and my son thoroughly enjoyed his first e-foil lesson.  He progressed quickly with Mark's succinct and clear guidance which was delivered via a headset direct into the safety helmet - brilliant. It's definitely my son's favorite new sport.
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  Resources
Learn more about each of our products through our extensive blog.
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                Call Us Anytime
+1 (954) 247-1321
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Our Mission
Introduce new unique watersports like efoiling and jetboarding to people in South Florida. 
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